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Poem
Kids go to school for fun

They go to experience new things to grow their brains
Like a plant collecting water and sunlight

 In the middle of school
 Kids go out to take a break from work

 To feel like not everything has to be work
 To feel like 

 But it doesn’t mean it’s always a safe place for them
 Sometimes there’s one person that makes their school life down

 And that’s a bully.
 

The worst possible foe anyone could have at school
Like A thunderstorm on a day you were planning to have that was sunny

Or eating a meal that you were prepared for that turned out to be expired
That’s the kind of feeling of dealing with a bully.

Bullying is one of the main things that can hurt a student at any school
Both emotionally and physically

Like you go to a mall that makes you feel happy and have fun all the
Time, then a huge construction is taking up most of the entire mall that 

Makes you want to stop going.
Most bullying happens because the bully doesn’t have enough support at 

Home.
 

Kids can become bully’s because of lack of support from their families
Like a kid not giving enough attention to their pets

Or kids can become bullies to avoid getting themselves hurt
Like the attacker attacking first so he won’t be attacked

Kids need support from their families so they won’t become
The bad guy of tomorrow.

 
Teachers can stop bullying by seeing both sides of the victim and

Bully’s stories
Like an officer collecting evidence for a crime

If a teacher ever sees bullying
It’s like seeing a prison riot

But it’s not happening in a prison
It's supposed to happen in a place where kids feel safe

If the teachers secure the kids are in a safe environment where 
They are comfortable talking to other kids

Like a new cat being comfortable being with the other cats.
All of this is the best way for kids to feel safe at school.





Artist Statement

I used creativity to convey my zine's main
purpose and explore my zine's question by asking
"What teachers need to do if they see bullying." I

did this by saying that a student is suppose to
feel safe while being at school, but bullies can

ruin their school life. I based my poem on Audre
Lorde's "Afterimages" by using imagery for some
of my lines. My creative submission is a drawing

of a picture that shows how bullying affects a
student and a teacher is their to protect that

student.



I decided to choose the topic of bullying because it's the worst experience
any child could face while growing up and going to school. I did some
research and it said that bullying can negatively impact the students ability
to learn. I’ve read that there needs to be assessments to know what’s going
on. Sometimes adults underestimate the rates of bullying because
sometimes kids don’t report it. Assessing bullying can help provide a picture
of what’s going on. 
 Bullying could be caused by lack of support from families. Some students
would feel unsupported at home, so they would let their anger out on other
students. Or the bully has been bullied before. So to avoid getting hurt,
he/she would bully other students to avoid that pain.
 I’ve read that one of the best ways to prevent bullying is to build a safe
environment. Students need to make sure that they are interacting carefully.
Students could be in danger of bullying if there’s no adult supervision.
Teachers could be role models to students so they could inspire to stop
bullying around school and if one of them’s a bully, they could be inspired to
stop and be a better student. Students do creative writing, like poems that
speak out against bullying.
 In conclusion, bullying is something that happens in every school. It’s what
makes students feel uncomfortable and scared at school. To end bullying all
teachers or adults need to be aware of their child's safety and now see the
big picture of what’s happening at their school. But if all schools can do
everything said from the information I collected for this article. Schools can
be much safer for students.

Research-based
Informational



Reference
https://www.stopbullying.gov/prevention/

at-school


